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(This being the blog about everything, nothing and the something
that tends to happen in between, it was time to address one of the
most pressing public health concerns plaguing Americans today:
removal of unwanted hair and the Epil-Stop system. God help us,
but this blog has hit rock bottom)

This morning was one of those times when I had “suburban dad
hangover” and looked at the world through a coffee mug, blearily.
Suburban dad hangover comes not from drinking (nooo. I had a 7
and 7 one night recently and rampaged through the streets like a
Viking on shore leave), but from any deviation in normally modest
living. I ate three pieces of pizza and some deviled eggs last night
and got all giddy. As is Saturday morning ritual, I tuned in an ancient
episode of Family Matters and set to watching some Urkel. Before
young Jaleel White had even come through front door to his
customary applause, an advertisement appeared describing to me
the problems of unwanted hair. I sat up and really watched the
commercial, because the example individual was featured in black
and white. Any time someone loses their color on TV is giveaway

that they have serious life issues. For instance, the woman who has drafty doors and strains her
back shoving blankets in front of the offensive entryway. Breaks my heart. This spot featured a
struggling young lady in a towel (not a nice towel) who faces the agony of shaving her legs every
day. This colorless stranger is just jamming away with a Bic until she ends up with a nasty gash just
below the knee. Any more time in black and white and she might lose the leg to infection, or hairy
moles. No Longer! She’s been colorized thanks to the folks at Igea and their Epil-Stop cream. Now,
when our lady was colorless, she tried creams that smelled like Drano and made her an unsuitable
mate, but COLOR! Now she’s got product that smells like cucumber and melons. She’s attractive
again! A spokes-model of the silk blouse variety (Ala my heroine Leslie Ann Machado) appears to
show viewers all of the many features of Epil-Stop. For instance, men can use it on their arms and
chests. That one strikes me as weird. When a boy becomes a man there are three main goals he
strives to achieve: Meet girls (never mind that we haven’t a clue beyond that), Drive a car (nowhere
in particular) and grow the proper hair. Ah, but that was when I was growing up. Now, according to
Epil-Stop anyway, we’ve got to be an army of hairless eunuchs.

The best part of the Epil-Stop ad series is the list of “extras” buyers get with the cucumber melon
spray. Not only can a lady rip off the unwanted mustache, but she gets a satin robe. Well, it’s spa
quality shiny nylon. That would be the “happy” spa just past the truck-stop near Jackson State
Prison. The robe and a turbini head towel. You should see our formerly forlorn colorized woman.
She’s just modelling the daylights out of that robe. Kind of hot.  So, I’m going to plunk down and get
some for my Uncle Leonard. We’re going to take him into the back yard and see if we can’t wipe
away the Sasquatch fur that he’s wearing. I’ll let you know if it works. Onward and Upward.
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